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Abstract—Regular safety inspection is critical to reduce safety
risk in industry. Applying consortium blockchain technology
to safety inspection can ensure the effectiveness of inspection
process and tracing of problems. However, there are two major
issues when using conventional consortium blockchain. It is
challenging to guarantee the authenticity of the retrieved data
source, and meanwhile, achieving a balance between performance
and security is not easy. Hence, this paper proposes a blockchain
based performance-security balanced safety inspection frame-
work (PSB-SIF), in which a safety inspection box is designed
to ensure the authenticity of the inspector’s identity while
inspection logic is executed automatically via smart contracts.
In addition, this paper also proposes a novel credit scoring
based Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus algorithm, named
Safety Inspection Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus algorithm
(SIBFT), which is used to balance the performance and se-
curity of consensus network in safety inspection. We evaluate
the proposed approach by comparing with the solutions using
RAFT, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), and SIBFT
consensus algorithms in terms of throughput, transaction latency,
scalability and security of PSB-SIF. The evaluation results show
that PSB-SIF is efficient for all these quality metrics.

Index Terms—Blockchain, safety, performance-security bal-
ance, authenticity, consensus.

I. INTRODUCTION

EFFECTIVE safety inspection [1] is important as acci-
dents can bring huge losses to the society. Blockchain

technology has been applied in many areas, such as cryp-
tocurrency [2], financial services [3], and supply chain [4].
One promising application area is credible safety inspection,
as blockchain can ensure the authenticity of inspection data
and improve the effectiveness of the inspection process. Given
the privacy requirement of inspection data, it is necessary to
adopt consortium blockchain technology [5]. However, there
are two major issues when applying consortium blockchain
for safety inspection.
• The authenticity of data sources is difficult to control.

Although the data stored on blockchain is difficult to
tamper, it is difficult to guarantee the authenticity of the
data source before the data is stored on blockchain [6].
Some safety inspectors consider the inspection process
is a dull routine and upload fake inspection records to
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the blockchain without reaching the inspection location,
resulting in fake data stored on the blockchain at the
beginning.

• Performance and security are hard to be balanced
using classical consortium blockchain. This has been a
dilemma for using blockchains to develop real applica-
tions with good performance.

In general, there are two types of blockchain, permissionless
blockchain and permissioned blockchain [7]. Permissionless
blockchains, such as Bitcoin [8] and Ethereum [9], usually
use Proof of Work (PoW) consensus algorithm [10] to ensure
security because of less verification of participant’s identity.
The PoW consensus algorithm wastes resources with low
efficiency. Therefore, it is not appropriate for real-world safety
inspection applications. The permissioned blockchain usually
uses consensus algorithms with higher consensus efficiency
and lower security [11], such as kafka [12] and RAFT [13],
due to the addition of identity authentication mechanism.
Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) is a representative permissioned and
consortium blockchain that uses Certification Authority (CA)
to manage members. Joining members will get public-private
key pairs representing their identities. Once the public-private
key pair is leaked, the entire blockchain network will face the
problem of being unable to handle malicious node attacks [14].
The consortium blockchain sacrifices too much security when
pursuing performance, and cannot achieve a balance between
performance and security. The PBFT consensus algorithm can
tolerant a certain number of malicious nodes and seems to be
a good choice. However, the performance of PBFT degrades
dramatically as the number of consensus nodes increases [15].
Thus, to adopt consortium blockchain for safety inspection
applications, we need to design a performance and security
balanced consensus algorithm.

To balance security and performance in consortium block-
chain, Wang et al. [16] proposed a method of leader node
election based on HLF. Dynamic elections are carried out
based on the ratings of consensus nodes by users in the
consortium blockchain, which improves the stability and secu-
rity of consensus reached by consortium blockchain network.
However, this method is only suitable for dynamic election
of peer leader nodes. In Proof of Vote consensus algorithm
(PoV) [17], different types of nodes undertake different roles,
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and only the elected commissioner nodes need to participate
in consensus. This inspires us to design a new consensus
algorithm using leader node election mechanism, which elects
some leader nodes rather than all nodes to participate in
consensus, thereby reducing the consensus complexity of net-
work communication. In order to enhance the security of the
consensus process, Dual Vote Confirmation based Consensus
(DVCC) [15] proposes a credit evaluation mechanism for
determining the voting rights of consensus and the probability
of a node being selected as a miner. However, the credit
evaluation mechanism cannot detect and punish malicious
nodes.

Fingerprint is a technology used to verify an entity’s iden-
tity information by means of fingerprint recognition [18].
Connecting to blockchain through fingerprint recognition can
effectively guarantee the authenticity of the identity source.
Similar to human fingerprints, chip fingerprints are the unique
identification of the chips. Each chip has a unique chip finger-
print and cannot be copied. The chip fingerprint information is
stored on the blockchain to ensure that cannot be tampered. At
the same time, the chip fingerprint anchors the unique chip in
the physical world, connects the blockchain and the physical
world, and ensures the authenticity of the data source on the
blockchain, so that it cannot be recycled, relabeled or cloned.

In this paper, we propose a novel safety inspection frame-
work using Performance-Security Balanced blockchain (PSB-
SIF) for the safety inspection of petroleum factories, power
grid, etc. In PSB-SIF, a blockchain safety inspection box
is designed to ensure the authenticity of inspector’s identity
source and prevent identity fraud in the process of inspection.
On the other hand, consortium blockchain framework HLF is
improved for better fitting safety inspection scenarios, where
a new type of consortium blockchain consensus algorithm
SIBFT is designed based on the distribution and characteristics
of members in safety inspection scenarios. We compare the
scalability, security, throughput and transaction latency of
PSB-SIF using RAFT, PBFT, and SIBFT consensus algo-
rithms. The contributions of this paper include:
• A safety inspection box composed of NFC and Raspberry

Pi devices is designed to ensure the authenticity of the
source of inspector’s identity. The inspector’s identity
is obtained through safety inspection box and stored
on the blockchain. When performing security inspection
tasks, the unique safety inspection smart contract installed
on the blockchain performs identity authentication and
authorization to ensure the authenticity of inspection
process.

• A unique SIBFT consensus algorithm is designed for
safety inspection to balance performance and security
of consortium blockchain network. Meanwhile, a novel
credit scoring mechanism in SIBFT is designed for the
detection of malicious nodes and the switching of leader
nodes.

• Comprehensive evaluations of PSB-SIF are made using
three different consensus algorithms, and evaluations
show that the performance and security of PSB-SIF using
SIBFT consensus algorithm are effectively improved for
safety inspection scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a detailed description of PSB-SIF. Section III evaluates
the PSB-SIF constructed by three different consensus algo-
rithms. Section IV presents related work. Section V concludes
this paper and outlines future work.

II. PSB-SIF OVERVIEW

PSB-SIF aims to build a general safety inspection frame-
work based on HLF blockchain infrastructure, which can be
applied to the safety inspection of fire, petroleum factories,
electric power factories, etc. The PSB-SIF system architecture
is shown in Fig. 1.

The software architecture of PSB-SIF is divided into three
main layers as shown in Fig. 2. They are application layer,
blockchain layer, and physical layer. The physical layer uses
inspection equipment and blockchain safety inspection box to
connect an inspector and blockchain network to ensure the
authenticity of inspector’s identity. The blockchain layer is
composed of smart contract, private data, and consensus. The
smart contract is a piece of code installed on the blockchain,
which realizes six functions of ”Inspection record”, ”Inspector
identity”, ”Record query”, ”Identity query”, ”Task arrange-
ment” and ”Certificate issuance”. We use channel isolation
and private data collection to protect the privacy of inspectors,
and only expose the identity of inspectors to supervision.
Based on the HLF consensus algorithm interface, we design
and implement SIBFT consensus algorithm to meet the needs
of actual safety inspection scenarios. The application layer is
responsible for interacting directly with users, which includes
three main functions, namely ”Task arrangement”, ”Personnel
authorization” and ”Safety certificate issuance”.
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A. Blockchain safety inspection box

Although the data stored on the blockchain is difficult
to be tampered, it is hard to guarantee the authenticity of
the data source. Therefore, we design the blockchain based
safety inspection box and placed it in the safety cabinet at
the inspection location. It is used to identify and authorize
inspectors when performing inspection tasks.

The blockchain safety inspection box is composed of Near
Field Communication (NFC) identification equipment and a
Raspberry Pi. The NFC identification equipment is used to
obtain the identity information of the safety inspectors and the
fingerprint of the NFC chip. The chip fingerprint is unique and
cannot be copied. This ensures that the information of the in-
spection personnel on the blockchain corresponds to the actual
safety inspector in a one-to-one correspondence manner, which
is irreplaceable. The chip fingerprint information is obtained
by actively monitoring the NFC chip through the inspection
box, which can prevent acquiring fake chip fingerprint data
during the passive acceptance process.

Since NFC devices cannot send requests to the blockchain
network directly, we use a Raspberry Pi as a terminal to
accept the identity of the inspector and the chip fingerprint
information is sent by NFC identification device. As this
process is completed in the safety inspection box, the data can
not be tampered during the transmission. Then, an inspector
can use the identity information to initiate the inspection
authorization request to the blockchain. Only inspectors au-
thorized by blockchain can perform inspection tasks.

TABLE I: Orderer type and functions

Orderer type Functions

leader 1. Receive messages sent by client
2. Send the messages to SL nodes

SL 1. Receive messages sent by leader node
2. Send messages to replica in subnet

SCL 1. Replace SL when it fails

replica 1. Store replica of blockchain

B. SIBFT consensus algorithm for PSB-SIF

In order to balance performance and security of HLF con-
sensus algorithm, for safety inspection scenarios, we designed
a novel consensus algorithm, SIBFT, based on the pluggable
consensus interface of HLF.

The SIBFT’s Application Programming Interface (API) and
design are shown in Fig. 3. An interface called Chain is
used to start, stop and configure the blockchain, which is
implemented by the Chain class in the sibft package. The
Chain class is associated with a Node class. The Sequence,
SharedConfig, HttpServer, Buffer, CreditScore classes, and
NodeType enumeration are aggregated into the Node class.
The CreditScore class is used to calculate and process credit
scores. The NodeType enumeration is used to mark the type
of nodes.

In SIBFT, the types of consensus nodes are divided into four
types, leader, sub leader (SL), sub candidate leader (SCL) and
replica. Their roles in the consensus are shown in Table I.
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Fig. 3: Design of SIBFT

1) SL and SCL election: In PBFT consensus algorithm, the
consensus node needs to send prepare and commit messages
to all other consensus nodes in prepare and commit consen-
sus phase. The complexity of its network communication is
O(n2) [19]. As the number of consensus nodes increases,
the complexity of consensus network communication will
show a parabolic growth. In order to reduce the complex-
ity of consensus communication in PBFT, SIBFT splits the
consensus network and reduces the complexity of network
communication to O(nlogn). That is to say, the consortium
blockchain network is divided into multiple subnets according
to the industry sectors in which the organization is located.
Then a SL is elected from the subnet to participate in the
consensus of mainnet. The Nodes in the subnet can have three
states, namely candidate, leader and follower.

As shown in algorithm 1, first, the nodes in the subnet are
initialized to the follower state, and each node has only one
election vote. After a random delay, if any one of the nodes

does not receive the election request from other nodes, it will
change state to candidate, and initiate a SL election request
to other nodes in the subnet and vote for itself immediately. If
one SL node receives multiple SL elections at the same time,
the SL node will randomly select one to vote. In the case that
no node obtains more than half of the votes, all consensus
nodes will refresh the random delay and votes, and execute
the above mentioned SL election process cyclically until a
node obtains more than half of the votes to become SL node.

Taking a three nodes subnet as an example to illustrate
SL election process, where the three nodes are called node1,
node2, and node3 respectively. After a random delay, node1
receives no election requests from other nodes, and it first
sends a SL election request to node2 and node3. Node1 then
receives the votes of node2 and node3, and changes its state to
leader participating in the consensus of mainnet as SL. Node2
and node3 are transformed into the state of followers. After
the election is completed, node1 synchronizes and maintains
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the state of the subnet by sending heartbeats regularly.
In order to eliminate the transaction latency caused by the

re-election in subnet when an SL node fails, we set an SCL
node in the subnet. The SCL is specified by the SL, and
replaces SL node when SL node encounters a network or
physical failure. After the SL election, the SL node broadcasts
SCL election request in subnet. The first node that responds to
the SCL election request will become SCL node. If the SCL
node crashed, the SL will re-initiate a request for the SCL
election.

Algorithm 1 SL election process
1: Require:
2: state: Node state in subnet
3: total: Total number of nodes in subnet
4: voteCount: Number of votes obtained
5: hasVoted: Has it voted
6: hasLeader: Is there a leader node in subnet
7: delay: Random delay
8: electionRequstList: Election request queue from other nodes
9: nodeNum: The number of node

10: Begin:
11: while hasLeader 6= true do
12: state← follower
13: hasV oted← false
14: delay ← random()
15: while reachDelay() 6= true do
16: electionRequstList← recieveElectionRequst()
17: if len(electionRequstList) > 0 and hasV oted 6= true then
18: voteForRandom(electionRequstList)
19: hasV oted← true
20: clear(electionRequstList)
21: end if
22: if leaderNodeNum← recieveHeartbeat().nodeNum then
23: hasLeader ← true
24: return leaderNodeNum
25: end if
26: end while
27: state← candidate
28: votesCount← 1
29: hasV oted← true
30: sendSLElectionRequest()
31: delay ← random()
32: while reachDelay() 6= true and recieveV oteRes() do
33: votesCount+ +
34: if voteCount > total

2
then

35: state← leader
36: hasLeader ← true
37: sendHeartbeat()
38: return nodeNum
39: end if
40: end while
41: end while

2) Consensus process: The consensus process is shown
in Fig. 4, where the PSB-SIF has a consortium blockchain
composed of 8 organizations. The corresponding types of
consensus nodes in Fig. 4 are shown in Table II.

The consensus process consists of five phases. We assume
that the total of all SL nodes is total. The maximum number of
malicious SL nodes that can be tolerated in SIBFT is f, which
is calculated by equation 1. That is to say, when the number
of malicious SL nodes in PSB-SIF exceeds f, the consensus
will not be reached [20]. The message is m. The message
digest is d. The time leader node broadcasting pre-prepare
message is t. The main network view is v. The subnet view is
v-sub. The main network message sequence number is n. The
subnet message sequence number is n-sub. The mainnet node

TABLE II: Corresponding types

Name Orderer types

Main net Sub net

PoliceOrderer leader, SL leader, replica

SupervisionOrderer
SL leader, replica

FireOrderer1

ElectricOrderer1

FireOrderer2 SCL, replica
ElectricOrderer3

FireOrderer3 replica
ElectricOrderer2

sequence number is i. The subnet node sequence number is
i-sub. We take Fig. 4 as an example to explain the consensus
process.

f = b total − 1

3
c (1)

Pre-prepare phase: As the leader, PoliceOrderer forwards
the message requested by the client to all SLs, and sends a
message <pre-prepare,v,n,t,d,m> to request consensus.

Distribute request phase: SL packages the pre-prepare
message as <distribute,<pre-prepare,v,n,t,d,m>,v-sub,n-sub>
and sends it to replicas in the subnet. After receiving the mes-
sage, the replica returns a response <recieved,pre-prepare,v-
sub,n-sub,i-sub> to SL.

Prepare phase: After the SL receives the response from
more than half replicas in the subnet, it enters into prepare
phase. At this phase, the SL sends a message <prepare,v,n,i,
m> to other SLs to indicate that it and the replicas in the
subnet have received m.

Commit phase: When the SL receives 2f prepare mes-
sages, it enters into commit phase, and then sends a message
<commit,v,n,i> to other SLs.

Distribute commit phase: When the SL receives 2f + 1
commit messages, it sends messages <distribute,<commit,v,n,
i>,v-sub,n-sub> to replicas in the subnet. Replicas exe-
cute m after received the message, and returns a response
<received,commit,v-sub,n-sub,i-sub> to the SL. When the SL
receives responses from more than half of the replicas in the
subnet, it will reply to the client.

3) Credit score mechanism: In order to encourage nodes
to actively participate in consensus, we design a credit score
mechanism in SIBFT. The evaluation of credit score is related
to the speed of node prepare response and node stability. In or-
der to reduce the consumption of computing resources caused
by calculations, the credit score assessment is conducted every
100 rounds of consensus.

First, after each node receives prepare message from other
nodes, it will calculate the delay Delayri,j for other nodes in
the r round. Delayri,j is the time difference between a node
leader in mainnet sending <pre-prepare,v,r,t,d,m> message
and node j receiving <prepare,v,r,i,m>. If node j does not
receive <prepare,v,r,i,m> from node i before entering the
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commit phase, set Delayri,j to 100ms. The definitions of k
and r is as shown in equation 2. The calculations of Delayri,j
and DelayMeank

i,j is shown in equation 3 and equation 4.
DelayMeank

i,j is the average delay for node j receiving
<prepare,v,r,i,m> in the last 100 rounds of consensus.

k ∈ (N+)× 100; r ∈ N (2)

Delayri,j = receivedT imeri,j − sendT imer (3)

DelayMeank
i,j =

∑k−1
r=k−100Delay

r
i,j

100
(4)

Secondly, the stability of the node is also an important part
of the evaluation. We use µk

i,j as a weight to measure the
stability of the node. The calculation is shown in equation 5.

µk
i,j =

1

1 + σk
i,j

(5)

where σk
i,j calculated by equation 6 is the standard deviation

of Delayi,j in the last 100 rounds.

σk
i,j =

√∑k−1
r=k−100

(
Delayri,j −DelayMeanr

i,j

)2
100

(6)

Finally, we comprehensively evaluate the node’s credit
score through the delay average and standard deviation. If
<prepare,v,n,i,m> received by node j is different from con-
sistent prepare messages, node j will set Scoreki,j to 0. The
evaluation equation 7 is used to calculate the credit score
Scoreki,j of node j to node i in the k round.

Scoreki,j =
µk
i,j

DelayMeank
i,j

(7)

In round k, all SL nodes will wrap scores of other nodes
in a prepare message and send them to leader node. Leader
node calculates FinalScoreki of each node, then wraps it in a
commit message and sends it to all SL nodes. The calculation
is shown in equation 8.

FinalScoreki =
total∑

j=1,j 6=i

Scoreki,j (8)

We assume that there are n SL nodes in PSB-SIF. If a leader
node receives dn3 e messages with a score of 0 for node j,
then node j is judged to be a malicious node. The SCL will
periodically inquire other SL nodes, and if it finds that the
currently connected SL is a malicious node, it will discard
the connection with the current SL node. Then the SCL is
upgraded to SL, and other replica nodes in subnet will connect
to this new SL.

In addition, if a node is found to be a malicious or faulty
node, the credit score of this node will be cleared and excluded
from the consensus network. Its scores on other nodes will also
be invalid, and we use the method of subtracting malicious
scores to express this. Algorithm 2 demonstrates the detailed
credit score mechanism.

In PSB-SIF, there can be two authoritative organizations,
for examples, PoliceOrg and SupervisionOrg. We assume
that these two organizations must be honest, so when there
are PoliceOrderer and SupervisionOrderer in the consensus
network, these two nodes are preferred as leaders. If both
nodes are faulty, we choose the SL with the highest credit
score and the highest node number as the leader.

When the leader in the subnet, that is, the SL fails, the SCL
replaces it and becomes new leader. Then the new leader will
re-initiate a round of SCL campaign request.

C. Safety inspection smart contract

Smart contract enables blockchain to handle more complex
business processes and save more complex data structures.
Smart contract is also called chaincode in HLF. In PSB-SIF,
we use chaincode to code business process of safety inspection
to replace traditional back-end business procedures. Next, we
will first design the overall business process of PSB-SIF, and
then take community fire safety inspection as an example to
introduce a practical application scenarios.

1) PSB-SIF overall execution process: A complete busi-
ness process in PSB-SIF is roughly divided into twelve steps.
As shown in Fig. 5, the life cycle of entire business process is
from the regular issuance of inspection tasks to the automatic
issuance of security certificates.

1) The terminal of the SupervisionOrg in PSB-SIF regularly
releases a safety inspection task, and sends a chaincode
event ”taskIssued” when the chaincode is executed.
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Algorithm 2 Credit score mechanism
1: Require:
2: round: Consensus round
3: i,j: Node number
4: sendT imer : Time when node leader broadcast pre-prepare message
5: receivedT imeri,j : Node j receives the prepare message time of node i
6: prepareri,j : The prepare message sent by node i to node j
7: consistrj : Prepare message agreed by node j
8: total: Total number of SL
9: Scoreki,j : Node j’s score on node i

10: FinalScoreki : Node i’s final score
11: maliciousMarki: Mark the malicious node, the initial value is 0
12: isMaliciousi: Is node i a malicious node
13: Begin:
14: /*Node j’s evaluation of other nodes*/
15: while round ∈ k do
16: for i← 1 to total do
17: for r ← round− 100 to round− 1 do
18: if prepareri,j then
19: if prepareri,j == consistrj then
20: DelayT imeri,j ← Delay()
21: else
22: Scoreround

i,j ← 0
23: break
24: end if
25: else
26: DelayT imeri,j ← 100
27: end if
28: end for
29: Scoreround

i,j ← Score()
30: end for
31: end while
32:
33: /*Leader node*/
34: while round ∈ k do
35: for i← 1 to total do
36: for j ← 1 to total do
37: if Scoreround

i,j == 0 then
38: maliciousMarki + +
39: end if
40: if maliciousMarki ≥ d total3

e then
41: isMaliciousi ← true
42: FinalScoreround

i ← 0
43: delte i from total list
44: break
45: end if
46: end for
47: FinalScoreround

i ← FinalScore()
48: end for
49: end while
50: return FinalScore list

2) After the chaincode event ”taskIssued” is monitored by
the terminal of the organization in the PSB-SIF, the safety
inspection task is pushed to the smart phone of inspectors.

3) The inspector receives inspection task, arrives at the
inspection location, and uses the NFC function of the
smart phone to authorize the inspection task.

4) The Raspberry Pi and NFC device installed in the safety
inspection box obtain the identity information of the
inspector.

5) The Raspberry Pi interacts with the chaincode via pro-
gram built by Software Development Kit (SDK) provided
by HLF.

6) Peer nodes return the endorsement results of chaincode
to Raspberry Pi.

7) The Raspberry Pi sends the endorsement results to orderer
node.

8) Peer nodes pull blocks from orderer nodes for synchro-

nization.
9) The safety inspector checks whether he has been autho-

rized for inspection.
10) After obtaining authorization, the safety inspector fills in

inspection records.
11) The safety inspector uploads inspection records by NFC

device of smart phone. Then the Raspberry Pi device in
the safety inspection box requests the ”inspectionRecord-
Store” method in the chaincode. After waiting for the
blockchain network to reach a consensus, the inspection
records will be stored on the blockchain.

12) A chaincode event ”taskComplete” will be triggered in
the chaincode call of step 11). After the event moni-
toring terminal in SupervisionOrg of PSB-SIF listened
”taskComplete” event, it will call the ”issueacertification”
method in the chaincode to issue a safety certificate to
the inspection location.

2) Application scenarios: As Fig. 6 shows, we take com-
munity fire safety inspection as an example to show a practical
application scenario of PSB-SIF. The inspection process is
divided into six steps, from issuance of inspection task by
SupervisionOrg to issuance of safety certificate by Supervi-
sionOrg.

1. The SupervisionOrg issues a task for regular safety in-
spections of the Foo community.

2. The inspector Bob who received the inspection task
carries his smart phone to the 1st floor of Unit 1, Building
1, Foo Community, to perform the inspection task.

3. After arriving at the inspection location, Bob uses a key
to open the inspection cabinet installed in the inspection
location, and uses the NFC function of his smart phone
to interact with the safety inspection box installed in the
inspection cabinet to trigger the smart contract installed
on the blockchain, so as to obtain an inspection autho-
rization.

4. After obtaining the inspection authorization, Bob starts to
check the safety equipment, fills in the inspection record
form with the smart phone, adds the damaged fire blanket
and fire extinguisher to the damaged equipment record
list, and adds the lost fire hammer to the lost equipment
list.

5. After the completion of the report, Bob uses the NFC
function of the smart phone to interact with the safety
inspection box again to upload the inspection record
to the blockchain, and at the same time this triggers
the chaincode event of ”taskComplete”. For the lost
fire hammer, the ”lost” chaincode event is automatically
triggered, and the PoliceOrg automatically establishs a
theft case after receiving the ”lost” chaincode event.

6. After the the SupervisionOrg receives the chaincode event
of ”taskComplete”, it will automatically issue a safety
certificate to the inspection location where there is no
equipment damage or loss.

III. EVALUATION
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of PSB-SIF

using three different consensus algorithms, RAFT, PBFT and
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Fig. 5: The overall process of PSB-SIF

SIBFT respectively. We mainly focus on the impact of these
three different consensus algorithms on throughput, transaction
latency, scalability and security. The evaluation tool used to
calculate transaction latency and throughput in this paper is
hyperledger-caliper. The experimental environment is shown
in Table III.

TABLE III: Running environment

Software Version

golang 1.13.5

HLF 1.4.4

hyperledger-caliper 0.3.0

docker 18.06.0-ce

docker-compose 1.23.2

In the experiment, caliper is used to create three clients to

initiate concurrent requests to the blockchain, and to initiate
a call to the ”personnelRegister” method in the safety inspec-
tion smart contract for performance testing. Each consensus
algorithm is tested with 10 orderer nodes. We conduct 10
experiments for these three consensus algorithms, and each
experiment uses a different request sending frequency to test
the changes of throughput and transaction latency [21].

A. Throughput and Transaction Latency
We built three different blockchain networks based on HLF,

using RAFT consensus algorithm, PBFT consensus algorithm
and SIBFT consensus algorithm respectively. In order to
exclude the influence of other factors on the experiment, we
install the same chaincode on these three blockchain networks.
The number of peer nodes is 20. Since the research focus of
this experiment is comparisons of three different consensus
algorithms, we focus on the test of orderer nodes and ignore
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Fig. 6: Application scenario process

the test of the peer nodes. Because only orderer nodes are
responsible for consensus in HLF [22].

The results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. From Fig. 7,
we can see that the throughput of the blockchain network
using these three consensus algorithms will first increase as
the frequency of transaction sending increases. However, when
the maximum throughput is reached, as the frequency of trans-
action sending increases, its throughput will not change signif-
icantly, but fluctuates around the highest throughput, tending
to a stable value. The maximum throughput of the blockchain
network using the SIBFT consensus algorithm is 18.1tx/s.
Although this is slightly less than the maximum throughput of
the blockchain network using the RAFT consensus algorithm
(20.6tx/s), it is much greater than the maximum throughput of
the blockchain network using the PBFT consensus algorithm
(12.4tx/s).

The transaction latency is also one of the important indica-
tors for evaluating the performance of blockchain consensus
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Fig. 7: Throughput of three kinds of consensus algorithm
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Fig. 8: Avg Transaction Latency of three kinds of consensus
algorithm

algorithms. As shown in Fig. 8, the average transaction latency
of blockchain network using these three consensus algorithms
shows an overall upward trend as the frequency of transaction
sending increases. Especially when the transaction request
frequency reaches maximum throughput, the average transac-
tion latency will increase significantly. This is because when
request frequency exceeds the maximum throughput, it will
lead to the accumulation of requests. The average transaction
latency of the blockchain network using the SIBFT consensus
algorithm is slightly higher than using the RAFT consensus
algorithm, but its transaction latency is much smaller than that
using the PBFT consensus algorithm.

B. Scalability test
Scalability in this paper refers to the impact of increasing

number of consensus nodes on the throughput of blockchain
network. That is to say, the smaller the impact of increase
in the number of consensus nodes on the throughput of
consensus network, the consensus algorithm is considered to
have satisfactory scalability. In order to eliminate the influence
of peer nodes on the test, we only set up a peer node for the
entrance of the throughput test. The test results are shown in
Table IV. We test from the initial consensus network of 4
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consensus nodes, adding 3 consensus nodes each time until
30 consensus nodes are reached.

Since different consensus algorithms have different clas-
sifications of consensus nodes, the way to add consensus
nodes is also different. For the RAFT and PBFT consensus
algorithms, we set one node as the leader node, and subsequent
nodes added are all follower nodes. For the SIBFT consensus
algorithm, the initial four consensus nodes are all set as SL
consensus nodes, and two of them are special nodes, namely
”PoliceOrderer” and ”SupervisionOrderer”. In order to reduce
the impact on the consensus nodes in subnet when SL node
fails or becomes a malicious node, we set the number of
consensus nodes in subnet to at most 3. The detailed adding
method is shown in Table IV.

The detailed results are shown in Fig. 9. With the increase
in the number of consensus nodes, due to the increase in net-
work communication, the maximum throughput of blockchain
network using these three consensus algorithms shows a down-
ward trend. When the number of consensus nodes increases to
16, the maximum throughput of blockchain network using the
PBFT consensus algorithm has dropped significantly. At this
time, failed transactions begin to appear. When the consensus
node reaches 25, due to the complexity of blockchain network
increases rapidly, the maximum throughput is close to 0,
and the network is in a state of paralysis. The blockchain
network using the SIBFT consensus algorithm is similar to
the blockchain network using the RAFT consensus algorithm.
As the number of consensus nodes increases, the maximum
throughput of the blockchain network shows a slow and steady
downward trend.
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Fig. 9: Scalability test

C. Credit scoring mechanism
We use PSB-SIF of 20 consensus nodes to test credit

scoring mechanism, in which the number of SL nodes is
set to 10, and 1000 rounds of consensus will be conducted.
According to equation 1, the maximum number of malicious
SL nodes that can be tolerated in SIBFT in this experiment
is 3. SL7, SL8, SL9, and SL10 are set as malicious nodes
in the experiment. They launched attacks (sending wrong
messages) on other nodes in different consensus rounds. The

specific attack process is as follows. In the 150th round, SL8
launches malicious attacks on SL2 and SL5; SL9 launches
malicious attacks on SL2 and SL3; SL10 launches a malicious
attack on SL3. In the 250th round, SL10 launches a malicious
attack on SL2. In the 350th round, SL8 launches malicious
attacks on SL3 and SL6; SL9 launches a malicious attack on
SL5; SL10 launches a malicious attack on SL4. In the 450th
round, SL7 launches malicious attacks on SL2, SL3, and SL4;
SL9 launches a malicious attacke on SL6; SL10 launches a
malicious attack on SL5. In the 550th round, SL7 launches
a malicious attack on SL5. The changes of credit score are
shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Credit score comparison

From Fig. 10, we can see that when a node is maliciously
attacked, its credit score will show a downward trend. This is
because the malicious node makes a dishonest evaluation of it.
SL8’s credit score drop to 0 in the 400th round. This is because
SL8 has already attacked SL5, SL2, SL3, and SL6 in the 350th
round and is judged to be a malicious node. Similarly, in the
450th round, SL9 and SL10 have already attacked 4 nodes, so
they are also judged as malicious nodes. Their credit scores
are reduced to 0 in the 500th round.

The credit scores of the 600th and the 700th rounds are
the same as the 500th round. This is because in the 550th
round, SL7 has attacked 4 SL nodes and is judged as malicious
nodes. At this time, there are 4 malicious SL nodes in the
consensus network, namely SL7, SL8, SL9, and SL10, which
have exceeded the number of malicious SL nodes that SIBFT
can tolerate. As a result, consensus cannot be reached and
failed transactions started.

In the 650th round, SCL8 is the first to discover that SL8
is a malicious node, and it abandoned connection with SL8,
upgraded to SL8 to participate in the consensus of main
network. At this time, the number of malicious SL nodes in
the consensus network is reduced to 3, and consensus process
is restored.

In the 750th round, SCL7, SCL9, and SCL10 successively
discover that SL7, SL9, and SL10 are malicious nodes. They
abandoned connection with SL7, SL9 and SL10, upgraded
to SL7, SL9, SL10 to participate in the consensus of main
network.

In the 800th round, except for the SL7, SL9 and SL10
nodes, the credit scores of other nodes all increase to a certain
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TABLE IV: Scalability test of three kinds of consensus algorithm

Number of Nodes RAFT PBFT SIBFT

Leader Follower Max Throughput(TPS) Leader Follower Max Throughput(TPS) SL Replica-SL Max Throughput(TPS)

4 1 3 20.3 1 3 17.9 4 0 18.1

7 1 6 20.6 1 6 14.5 4 3 17.6

10 1 9 17.5 1 9 11.3 4 6 17.5

13 1 12 16.9 1 12 9 7 6 13.8

16 1 15 17 1 15 1 7 9 12.4

19 1 18 16.7 1 18 0.8 7 12 12.5

22 1 21 16.5 1 21 0.4 10 12 11.4

25 1 24 15.2 1 24 0 10 15 11.5

28 1 27 14.9 1 27 0 10 18 10.9

30 1 29 14.1 1 29 0 12 18 9.5

extent. This is because SL8 participate in the credit score
statistics from the 700th round consensus. In the 900th and
1000th rounds, the credit scores of all nodes returned to normal
levels. This is because SL7, SL9 and SL10 restarted credit
statistics from the 800th round of consensus.

D. Discussion
In the experiment to measure influence of consensus al-

gorithm on throughput and transaction latency of blockchain
network, we built three different HLF block‘chain networks
based on RAFT, PBFT, and SIBFT consensus algorithm.
Experimental results show that the performance of SIBFT has
been significantly improved compared to PBFT. The through-
put is increased by about 47%, and the average transaction
latency is reduced by about 53%. Although it is still slightly
slower than RAFT consensus algorithm, it has higher security
than the RAFT consensus algorithm.

One of the important factors affecting blockchain consensus
algorithm is the complexity of the consensus network. The
network complexity of PBFT consensus algorithm is O(n2).
The SIBFT consensus algorithm is based on PBFT consensus
algorithm to optimize the complexity of the network and
reduces it to O (nlogn). SIBFT is a consensus algorithm spe-
cially designed for safety inspection scenarios. If it is applied
to a production environment in a city, the number of consensus
nodes will not exceed 30. With the increase of consensus
nodes, the complexity of the blockchain network using SIBFT
consensus algorithm will not increase dramatically.

In the scalability evaluation experiment, we found that
the scalability of blockchain network using PBFT consensus
algorithm is poor. This is because that with the increase of
consensus nodes, the network traffic will greatly increases.
It is difficult to meet the demand for increasing consensus
nodes as the business grows. The blockchain network using
SIBFT consensus algorithm has good scalability, similar with
the RAFT consensus algorithm.

Common attack methods in blockchain include double-
spending attack [23] and sybil attack [24]. Because PSB-
SIF is a blockchain framework without tokens, there is no
double-spending attack problem with SIBFT. HLF adopts a
permission control method for the joining of consensus nodes.

The identity of the node needs to be verified when making
consensus, so it cannot pretend to be other nodes to carry out
sybil attack. So this paper only discusses the case of malicious
nodes sending error messages [25]. The discovery of malicious
nodes is very important for the security of consensus network.
The credit scoring mechanism proposed by SIBFT consensus
algorithm in this paper not only reduces the time consumed
when switching views in blockchain networks, but also has a
positive effect on the discovery of malicious nodes. Because
the consensus nodes in the subnet do not directly participate
in the consensus of mainnet, the SCL in subnet needs to
periodically inquire other SL nodes in the mainnet to discover
malicious SLs.

IV. RELATED WORK
A. Existing safety inspection solutions

An important reason for safety accidents is that people do
not pay enough attention to safety as the impact of safety on
life is ambiguous in people’s cognition [26]. Currently, deep
learning based approach can be used to detect safety issues,
e.g. KHAN et al. [27] proposed a cost-effective fire video
detection architecture. However, this method has false reports
on fire accidents. Han et al. [28] used Building Information
Modeling (BIM) to enable fire inspection personnel to quickly
obtain the required information and store inspection data
in a cloud database to facilitate equipment inspection and
maintenance. Ensuring the correctness of data of all these
solutions is a problem.

Khana et al. [29] used optical character recognition technol-
ogy to monitor fire equipment and convert image information
into texts. Then it use the sha256 encryption method to hash
the text information, and store the generated text hash value
in a blockchain. In this paper, the details of all inspection
information is stored in the blockchain for easy supervision
and query, and we also improve the blockchain to cater for
safety inspection scenarios.

Collecting data from IoT devices and ensuring the quality
of the data has always been a challenging problem. Ozyilmaz
KR [30] et al. designed a blockchain-based IoT infrastructure.
Smart contracts of Ethereum are used to replace traditional
back-end programs. This paper uses the chaincode in HLF to
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replace the traditional back-end program, and stores the latest
state of the safety inspection data in the distributed Couchdb
database. Consortium blockchain technology is used to share
between consortiums only, which ensure data privacy in a
more robust way, using the improved security mechanism as
proposed.

B. Blockchain data source
To make sure that data send to block is authentic. Kamilaris

et al. [31] proposed a three-tier food supply chain system based
on blockchain technology, which is composed of logistics
layer, digital flow layer and blockchain network layer. NFC
is used to obtain each historical data generated in the food
supply chain. And these data is recorded in blockchain network
to ensure the data can not be tampered. Using NFC as an
intermediate device to connect network world and physical
world is a convenient and efficient method, which can be used
for anti-counterfeiting and other applications [32].

There are two problems in using NFC related technol-
ogy to prevent counterfeit products. The first one is to use
modified physical tag, the other one is to reuse the tag
for different target. Alzahrani et al. [33] proposed a robust
and anti-counterfeiting supply chain by combining blockchain
technology with NFC technology, that can effectively prevent
malicious tampering and reuse of tags. The chip fingerprint
of the NFC card proposed in this paper has a one-to-one
correspondence with the identity of the inspector, forming
a unique identification of the person’s identity. The use of
blockchain for distributed storage also achieves the anti-
counterfeiting information from inspectors.

C. Performance and security balance for blockchain
One of the most prominent problems of the blockchain

is the balance between performance and security [34]. In
order to solve the problems of security and performance
limitations in computationally scalable Byzantine consensus
protocol (SCP), Huang et al. [35] improved the SCP consensus
algorithm with a multi-partition consensus model and pro-
posed an improved SCP consensus algorithm (ISCP). At the
same time, an algorithm for consensus within the committee is
proposed. Experiments prove that ISCP effectively improves
throughput and security. In SIBFT, we make use the idea of
using proxies, which is similar to the committee rules in ISCP.
The difference is that SIBFT is a consensus algorithm designed
for consortium blockchain.

Reducing the risk of the credibility of blockchain consensus
algorithm is important. Assigning a certain reputation value
to the node can effectively reduce the cost of consensus and
improve the efficiency of consensus [36]. Eric et al [37]
proposed a Proof of X-repute (PoX) consensus algorithm
based on node reputations. The reputation value of a node
is determined by evaluating the behavior of that node. A
node with a higher reputation value is more likely to produce
a block. Experiments show that this method can make the
blockchain network faster and safer to reach a consensus.
This method is similar to our credit scoring mechanism. The
difference is that in SIBFT, the node with the higher credit

score is more likely to become the leader node in the consensus
network.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Consortium blockchain can be beneficial for safety inspec-
tion to ensure data security. However, the current consortium
blockchain technology is difficult to balance performance and
security, and the authenticity of the data source is difficult
to be guaranteed. This paper proposes a performance security
balanced approach, and design a safety inspection framework
PSB-SIF to solve these issues. In order to ensure the au-
thenticity of the identity of the safety inspector, a blockchain
safety inspection box composed of NFC identification and
a Raspberry Pi is designed. We also design a consensus
algorithm SIBFT for PSB-SIF catering for safety inspection
scenarios.

We have evaluated PSB-SIF using the RAFT, PBFT and
SIBFT consensus algorithms. The evaluation includes through-
put, transaction latency, scalability and security. Experiments
show that the blockchain network using the SIBFT consensus
algorithm has higher performance than PBFT and higher
security than RAFT. Balancing performance and security to
cater for safety inspection scenarios, the proposed solution can
meet higher security without losing too much performance.
The credit scoring mechanism also has a significant effect on
the detection of malicious nodes.

In the future, we will design more advanced algorithms
to realize dynamic switching between consensus node types,
and dynamically adjust the complexity of consensus network
according to actual security and performance requirements.
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